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Viktotia Outdoor furniture, Camping furniture, Folding Camping
Chair Lightweight Seat Portable Stool for Adults Mountaineering
Adventure Hiking Fishing Beach Picnic Party
$28.90

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

Posted for sale: Sep 20, 2021

Material: Polyester               

Brand: Viktotia

Color: White

It's super lightweight and easy to carry but still sturdy. Teenagers can also be take. Comfortable design to sit in,easy to fold. Environmental protection fabric is

durable and stain resistant so your chair stays looking new. It is a compact and practical folding chair. Ergonomic design to ensure the stress structure and

create a comfortable user experience, folds up to fit inside most car trunks.

This camping chair nice for outdoor activity,such like camping, festivals, garden, caravan trips, fishing, beach and BBQ, travel Carry Bag. A small body has

many functions. The camping chair also includes an accessory pouch to hold phones, books, and more.

No assembly required, it only takes a few seconds to turn it on and off in one step. Super quick chair easy to use,easy to Carry.Foldable to compact size for

storage.

The folding chair has the advantages of small size, lightweight, and easy to carry. Our lightweight chair perfect for go outdoor activities.
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Please note that due to limitations in photography and the inevitable differences in monitor settings, the colors shown in the photography may not correspond 100%

to those in the items themselves.

PROMPT AND CARING CUSTOMER SERVICE

Highly value customers' satisfaction and tolerate zero quality issue. If you're not thrilled with its performance, please let us know.
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